Introduction
In the study of several complex variables the problem of characterizing Stein manifolds by their geometric properties has been one of the central topics since Oka showed that every pseudoconvex unramified domain over the complex number space C" is a Stein manifold. In 1956 Grauert [4] showed that every unramified domain over C" with real analytic boundary and complete Kahler metric is a Stein manifold. He proved the pseudoconvexity of the domain and applied Oka's theorem. The purpose of the present note is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem: Let X be a domain with C 1 -boundary and with a complete Kahler metric in a complex manifold M. Then X is pseudoconvex.
To prove the theorem we apply the method of L 2 estimates of d which is summarized in Section 1. § 1, Differential Analysis on Complex Manifolds Let X be a paracompact complex manifold of (complex) dimension n and ds 2 be a hermitian metric on X. The complex vector space C$* q (X) of infinitely differentiate (p, q) forms on X with compact support has a structure of a pre-Hilbert space with respect to the norm P defined by (1) where /e Cg s q (X) and * denotes the conjugate of the star operator * associated to ds 2 . We define (2) (/, 9) : = /A *0 for f,ge CJ-
Jx
We introduce another norm P 9 defined by
where /e Cg> 3 (JQ and $ denotes a differentia ble real valued function on X. We define (4) (/,*)*:=( exp(-*)/A*0, for f,geC
We denote by L?»%Y) the square integrable (p, <?) forms on X, i.e., the completion of C$> q (X) with respect to the norm P, and denote by L5»*CY) the completion of C$> q (X) with respect to P&. Note that if $ is bounded on X, then the completion of Cfy q (X) with respect to the norm P& can be naturally identified with L?»%X"). A function <£: Jf->R (R = real numbers) is called strictly plurisubharmonic if 0 is C 2 , i.e., twice continuously differentiate, and the Levi form is positive definite everywhere. Here (z 1 ,..., z") denotes a local coordinate system of X. Given a strictly plurisubharmonic function <P on X, where & is the conjugate of the star operator & associated to do 2 . Let (a l9 ..., a n ) be a moving frame of the holomorphic cotangent bundle of X which is orthonormal with respect to da 2 in a neighbourhood of x 0 e X. We let (8) ds 2 = j=i where l. t are positive valued functions in a neighbourhood of x 0 such that AI^-'-^A,,. Note that X t are continuous functions and does not depend on the choice of (o" 1? ..., cr n ), therefore A f are well defined on X.
Proposition Id. J/A f g:l f or z = l,..., w, then
and (10) L5-°(X)=DL?-0 (X)
In particular L n 2 >°(X) = Ll>°(X).
Proof. For the proof of L^pQczL^OX) it is sufficient to show that (11) 2(/)^P(/), for /eC5'«(X).
Let us compute /A #/ at x 0 . Let (s l5 ..., sj and (cr 1? ..., crj be orthonormal moving frames of the holomorphic cotangent bundle of X around x 0 with respect to ds 2 and da 2 respectively, such that 
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Hence we obtain Q(f)^P(f).
The proof of L^0(X)^L^(X) is similar.
We define a first order differential operator
3:
as follows ;
The domain of 5 which we denote by D p>g is defined as the set of/eL?' g (X) such that the current 5/belongs to L%> q+1 (X). We regard 3 as a closed linear operator from Lf»%T) to Lf> €+1 (Z) with dense domain D^*. Since D p > q is dense in L^' q (X) the adjoint 5* of 8 is well defined in the following sense, /belongs to the domain D p *> q+1 of 3* if and only if feL^q(X) and there exists such that
(h, u) = (f, Su)
for any Such /i is uniquely determined by /and we define 8*f=h. Note that Cg'%X)c:DJ.« by the theorem of Stokes. We define the adjoint of d with respect to the norm P& similarly and denote it by 5|. The domain of 5 in L| j(Z and the domain of 5| is denoted by D^q and D|'|, respectively.
We say that a hermitian metric ds 2 is complete if for any sequence {x v } 5 v = l, 2,... of points in X which does not have an accumulation point, the distance between x ± and x v tends to infinity as v-»oo. Proposition 1.2. Let ds 2 be a complete C 2 hermitian metric on X and <$> be a C 2 function on X with values in R. Then C%> q (X) is dense in D §' € 5 D|'J, and Dfr q nD%>$, with respect to the graph norms P P*(3J/), andP»(f) + P*$f) + Pi$tf) 9 respectively.
Proof. See Andreotti-Vesentini [1] , Proposition 5.
Since d and 3| are closed operators we obtain Corollary 1.3. Under the same assumptions as above, D%>' q , D%>£, and D$>' q nD|'J are the completions of C$> q (X) with respect to the graph norms. Corollary 1.3 is not used in this paper. From now on we assume that X has a complete Kahler metric ds 2 of class C 2 , there exists a bounded strictly plurisubharmonic function $ on X, and AJ defined above with respect to ds 2 and $ are ^ 1. Then P and P 0 are epuivalent norms on C$ q (X) so that the completions of Cfr q (X) with respect to Pand P 0 agree. Proposition 1.4. Let X, ds 2 , and $ be as above. Then we have the following inequality :
HerefeL'}>*(X), q^l, u£D&>* n £>*'</, and C f is a continuous function ofQ(f).
Proof. In virtue of Proposition 1.2, it is sufficient to show (f) assuming /, ueCfr q (X).
Let A be the operator defined by
where ueC$> q (X), veC% +1 > q+1 (X) and Q denotes the (1, 1) form associated to ds 2 . The following formula is first due to Calabi-Vesentini [2] ;
where 0 denotes the left multiplication by co. From this equality it follows that 
= ~^\ U il-igJil-iq\ '
Therefore by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have (37) exp (-*)« A*/'
where 17 is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of * 0 . Since x 0 was arbitrary we obtain
Thus we obtain (20). Q. E. D, Combining Propositon 1.4 with a well known theorem (cf. e.g. [5, Theorem 1.1.4]) we obtain the following theorem (see also [6] ). Theorem 1.5. Let X, ds 2 and $ be as above. LetfeL%> q (X),q^l.
Then there exists a g e D{ > q~ 1 (X) satisfying 3y =f if and only if df= 0.
Since Ll>*(X)=L%"(X) 9 we have Corollary 1.6. Let X, ds 2 , and 0 be as above and letfeL^l(X), then there exists a geL%>°(X) such that 5g =f if and only ifdf=0. Corollary 1.7. Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n with a C 2 complete Kdhler metric, and <P a bounded strictly plurisubharmonic function on X. Assume that $ is of class C 4 . Then, for any feL^1(X) with 3f=Q, there exists a gEL%>°(X) such that/=%.
Proof. Let ds 2 be the given complete Kahler metric on X. We set Then the eigenvalues of ds 2 with respect to da 2 is larger than 1 . Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5 is satisfied. § 2
. Complete Kahler Domains with C ^Boundary
Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n. Let X be a domain, i.e., a connected open set in M. X is called a domain with C 1 -boundary if there exists a real valued continuously differentiable function p defined on a neighbourhood F of the boundary dX of X such that V fl X = {xe F; p(x)<0} and gradp is nonzero everywhere on dX. We call p a defining function of dX. X is called a complete Kahler domain if there exists a complete Kahler metric on X .
Example. Let C" be the complex number space of dimension n. We let .. 9 v tl ) and so on, X* is the domain in B(x Q9 r) obtained by shifting dX by e in the direction of (£, rj). It is clear that for sufficiently small r there exists e 0 >0 such that for any e<e 0 and |y|<r, X E r and X e r n W y are complete Kahler domains with C 1 -boundary in B(x Q , r) and B(x 0 , r) n W y9 respectively. Moreover by (46) we may assume that for any e<s 0 the closures of X n B(x Q , r) and X nB(x 0 , r) n W y in B(x 0 , r) are contained in X B r and Xf. n W y , respectively. We fix such r and e 0 . Now we prove the theorem by induction on the dimension n of X. The case n = l being well known we assume that ng:2 and the theorem is valid for k<n. We are going to prove that X n B(x Q , r/2) is a Stein manifold. For this purpose it suffices to prove the following assertion (see [6] Theorem 2.6.5 and Theorem 5.4.6).
Assertion: There exists no x 1 ed(X n B(x Q9 r/2)) satisfying the property that there is a neighbourhood Vof x 1 such that for any holomorphic function/ on X n B(x Q , r/2) there is a holomorphic function/on V which coincides with/ on V n X n B(x 0 , r/2).
We prove this assertion by contradiction. Suppose that there exists such x l ed(Xr\B(x 09 r/2)) and V. Since B(x 0 , r/2) is a Stein manifold x l edXn B(x 0 , r/2). We fix y in such a way that W y n F-^0.
There exists e^O such that £ 0 >e i anci d(X E s t\W y )f\V^0.
Since by the induction hypothesis X]> n PF y is pseudoconvex in B(x 0 , r) n W r it follows that J^1 n W y is Stein (see [6] We define a holomorphic map n: B(x 0 , r/2)->FF 7 by (49) 7r(z 1 ,...,z») = (z 1 J ...,z«-1 ,7). Since the closure of X n fi(x 0 , r) in B(x 0 , r) is contained in X? 9 we can define a positive number 6 0 as follows. If (50)
x n B(X O , y)c=7r W n w;)
we let <5 0 : = 1. Otherwise we let (51) V.= inf |z»(jc)-y|>0.
We fix (5 >0 so that Therefore h -(z n -y)g l is a holomorphic function on X n B(x 0 , r/2) and it coincides with /on FF y n X n jB(x 0 , r/2). Note that by the hypothesis x t is a point through which every holomorphic function on X n B(x 0 , r/2) can be continued analytically to a holomorphic function on V. But this contradicts the fact that h~(z n -y)g l is holomorphic on X n B(x 0> r/2) and, by (48) combined with the theorem of identity, cannot be continued analytically across d(X* 1 n W y ) n V. Q.E.D.
By the theorem of Docquier-Grauert [3] we have Corollary 2A Let M be a Stein manifold and X be a domain with C 1boundary in M. Then X is a Stein manifold if and only if X has a complete Kahler metric.
